
TRAVEL LESSONS Lesson 1.2 On the Plane: Food Choices

Food Choices

食べ物の選択

Section 1: Dialogue (  セクション１：対話  )

Please read the following dialogue between Joanne, who is a flight passenger, and the 
flight attendant.

Flight Attendant: Good afternoon, which do you prefer to have for lunch: chicken, pork,
or fish?

Joanne: Is the chicken fried?

Flight Attendant: Yes, it is fried

Joanne: What about the pork?

Flight Attendant: The pork is grilled. It is marinated in tomato sauce and served with 
vegetables.

Joanne: In that case, I would like to have the pork dish please

Flight Attendant: Which beverage would you like to drink: cola, orange juice, coffee, or 
water?

Joanne: Orange juice please.

Flight Attendant: Here you go! Enjoy your meal!

Joanne: Yes, I will! Thank you!
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Section 2: Useful Expressions (  セクション２：便利な表現  )

Please take note of the following useful expressions

1. What is on the menu?
2. What are the choices?
3. May I please have some water?
4. Do you have extra salt?
5. Do you have extra pepper?

Section 3: Vocabulary Words and Expressions (  セクション３：単語や表現  )

Please read the vocabulary word/expression with its definition and sample sentence

Section 4: Completing the Conversation Exercise (  セクション４：会話の練習  )

Vocabulary/Expression Sample Sentence

prefer 

[pri-fur]

verb

I prefer to eat chicken over fish. 

fried 

[frahyd] 

adjective

I love fried chicken from KFC.KFC

grilled 

[gril-d]

adjective

I love grilled fish with carrots on the side

marinated [mae-ri-nei-td]

adjective

I marinated the fish in soy sauce before I 
cooked it.

beverage [bev-er-ij]

noun

What beverages do you serve? 

meal [meel]

noun

My meal was really good.
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Please complete the dialogue using the words from the box below.

Flight Attendant:Good evening, we are serving dinner. Which do you              to have: 
chicken, pork, or fish?   

Joanne: Is the fish            ?

Flight Attendant: No, it is not fried. It is_____ fish.　It is　carrots.

Joanne: That sounds tasty.　I would like to have fish for dinner please.

Flight Attendant: Which                   would you like to have: cola, orange juice, coffee, 
or water?

Joanne: Just a bottle of water. 

Flight Attendant:Dinner is served. I hope you enjoy your__________.

Joanne: Yes, I will! Thank you！

fried                    prefer            grilled            marinated         meal            beverage


